A vast ocean of data is collected every day, and numerous applications call for the extraction of actionable insights from data. One important task is to detect untrustworthy information because such information usually indicates critical, unusual, or suspicious activities. In this paper, we study the important problem of detecting untrustworthy information from a novel perspective of correlating and comparing multiple sources that describe the same set of items. Different from existing work, we recognize the importance of time dimension in modeling the commonalities among multiple sources. We represent dynamic multi-source data as tensors and develop a joint non-negative tensor factorization approach to capture the common patterns across sources. We then conduct a comparison between source input and common patterns to identify inconsistencies as an indicator of untrustworthiness. An incremental factorization approach is developed to improve the computational efficiency on dynamically arriving data. We also propose a method to handle data sparseness. Experiments are conducted on hotel rating, network traffic flow, and weather forecast data that are collected from multiple sources. Results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach in detecting inconsistent and untrustworthy information.
Introduction
With the emergence of social media and massively deployed mobile devices, people can freely share their information or opinions anytime, anywhere, and about anything. For example, how about the service of a hotel, is the movie exciting, or in which restaurant the food is delicious? Such user-generated contents are helpful for other people. However, unavoidably some information may be misleading or untrustworthy. Therefore, it is extremely important to detect and eliminate such wrong information.
Multi-source Untrustworthy Information Detection. Without any supervision or label data, it is difficult to distinguish trustworthy and untrustworthy information in an unsupervised manner. In this paper, we propose to detect untrustworthy information from the novel perspective of multi-source comparison. This is motivated by the following observation in real life: People will check multiple platforms or information sources to obtain a better idea about certain services. For example, people may investigate from Orbitz, Priceline, and TripAdivsor to book a hotel. The information from one single source could contain noisy, unreliable, or even wrong information, but by comparing information from multiple sources, we can learn which piece of information is more likely to be trustworthy. A piece of information shared by many sources is more likely to be true while a highly inconsistent or conflicting piece could be suspicious. Thus, an effective solution to the task of untrustworthiness detection is through multi-source comparison for outlying behavior or patterns that are inconsistent across sources.
The key challenge for multi-source untrustworthiness detection is that information from multiple sources is not directly comparable. One reason is that the users who create the information are different across multiple sources. For example, when we consider each review platform as an information source, each user may only express his opinion on one platform. However, different sources may possess similar groups and group behavior. For example, users may form certain groups based on their travel preference, and each group may give similar ratings at all platforms. If a hotel obtains unusually high or low ratings from a certain group at one particular platform compared with other platforms, we might want to investigate the user-generated information of this hotel for signs of spam or other suspicious activities. Therefore, we developed techniques to group users and compare group-level user behavior across sources to detect inconsistency as potential untrustworthy information [9, 10] .
Importance of Time Dimension. The limitation of existing approaches is that they only consider static data rather than dynamic data. However, multi-source data can continuously arrive with constantly changing distributions. In the multi-platform review example, the user ratings about items change over time as the hotel quality may evolve. After a hotel conducts major renovation, we can expect its ratings improve and a low rating may be considered anomalous, but during the renovation, users may complain about the noise and give lower ratings, so a high rating may be suspicious. Therefore, user rating patterns evolve over time and we must incorporate the time factor into modeling user group and group behavior to capture untrustworthiness accurately.
One may divide data into snapshots and conduct separate modeling on each snapshot for trustworthiness analysis, but this simple approach fails to consider the temporal connections. Some patterns can only be detected when modeling data along time dimension, for example, there may be seasonal patterns in the hotel quality and corresponding user ratings when the number of tourists changes at different seasons. Therefore, user groups and group-level behavior must be analyzed across both platforms and time dimensions for an effective comparison to detect untrustworthy information.
Summary of the Proposed Approach. In this paper, we propose a novel framework to detect inconsistent information from multi-source dynamic data. The basic idea is to represent each data source as a tensor (user, item, time) and conduct joint tensor factorization to extract the common subspaces shared across sources. The tensor factorization results in a projection from multiple sources onto the common subspaces so that the multi-source information can be compared to detect inconsistencies. Specifically, a core tensor is extracted from each source to represent user group behavior across time clusters and apply consensus core tensor to represent consistent behavior across sources. We then quantify the inconsistency degree based on the difference between each source's core tensor and the consensus core tensor. We further extend the proposed algorithm to handle streaming data by developing an incremental factorization method and discuss practical solutions to solve missing data challenges.
Applications and Experiments. Throughout the paper, we use the task of detecting untrustworthy information from multiplatform user ratings as an example application. In the experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach on hotel rating data collected from Orbitz, Priceline, and TripAdivsor. The same setting applies to other online recommendation systems, such as movie, product or restaurant ratings. Moreover, the intermediate output (consensus core tensor) of the proposed algorithm can not only detect inconsistency but also facilitate the fusion of multiple data sources, which is validated in our experiments on network traffic flow and multi-platform weather forecast tasks. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is able to detect inconsistent behavior in network traffic flow and weather forecast analysis. By comparing with baseline static approaches, we illustrate the importance of incorporating time dimension in untrustworthy information detection. We also show the advantage of the proposed incremental version over offline version in time and space complexity. Beyond the experimented datasets, the proposed framework can be applied to many applications in discovering untrustworthy information which may indicate critical points, events or activities, and thus can benefit the security and safety of the cyber and physical world.
To sum up, the contributions of this paper include:
• We propose the novel concept of multi-source inconsistency detection as an effective way to identify untrustworthy information. We model multi-source data as multiple tensors to recognize the importance of time factor and capture the impact of both source and time on inconsistency detection.
• We propose a framework that group both users and timestamps simultaneously. Based on tensor factorization, offline and incremental version of solutions are presented to fit different application cases. We also propose the technique to deal with sparse data.
• Experiments on both real world applications and synthetic data sets show that the proposed framework can find items which receive untrustworthy information.
Methodology
In this section, we give the formal definition of the task, and introduce the proposed factorization based framework.
Problem Formulation and Framework
We discuss the setting based on hotel rating application, but as shown in experiments, it can be applied to other cases. Suppose we have M sources, each of which could be a platform or a domain, to collect rating data. In s-th source, the rating data can be represented as a tensor with three dimensions: user, item, and time. Let X s ∈ R Ns×K×Ts denote the data from s-th source, where N s is the number of users who give rating information, K is the number of items we are interested in, and T s is the number of timestamp we collect. X s ijk represents the rating information from i-th user for jth item at time k within s-th source. Note that N s and T s are different across sources, while the set of items is always the same. The goal of our task is to conduct information trustworthiness analysis to identify the unreliable ones.
The key challenge for multi-source trustworthiness analysis is that the information from multiple sources is not directly comparable. For instance, users' ratings differ across sources due to sparsity or alignment issues. However, the underlying user groups' rating behavior should be similar. The behavior of group level evolves along time. Besides, timestamps should also be partitioned into groups such that users in the same time group share similar rating distributions over items. Based on non-negative tensor factorization, we proposed a framework to simultaneously cluster user sets and timestamps on all M sources. In this framework, we extract a common subspace represented by a core tensor for each source. Since the core tensors of all sources share the same dimensions, it is feasible to compare them to find the untrustworthy information among the original tensors. Next, we present our two-stage framework. Stage I: Joint Tensor Factorization We assume that the users and timestamps can be partitioned into C groups and D clusters. The idea of this stage is to factorize X s ∈ R Ns×K×Ts in the following way:
where
• G s ∈ R C×K×D is the core tensor, which represents the latent behavior of each user group on each time cluster for each item. G s ijk represents the rating of j-th item from i-th user group at k-th time cluster.
• U s,1 ∈ R Ns×C denotes the partition of N s users into C groups, where U s,1 ij
ij indicates the probability of i-th user belonging to j-th groups.
• U s,2 ∈ R K×K is an identity matrix, denoting the items we are interested in.
• 
ij indicates the probability of i-th timestamp belonging to j-th clusters.
• Tensor multiplication is defined as:
kw .
As U s,l , l = 1, 2, 3 are all non-negative, G s also becomes non-negative. We conduct a Joint Non-Negative Tensor Factorization (JNNTF) on X s , s = 1,2,· · · ,M , and propose to calculate G s and {U s,l }, where l = 1, 2, 3 and s = 1, 2, · · · ,M , as solutions to the following optimization problem:
Here, each tensor can be factorized into factors G s and
G s that captures the consensus information across multiple sources, is a regularization term proposed to learn the consensus information. α is a regularization parameter. The larger α is, the more penalty is added. Stage II: Inconsistency Score Calculation Based on the obtained consensus, we calculate inconsistency score for each item. The higher the inconsistency score is, the more untrustworthy the information about this item might be. Let S k ∈ R M be the difference vector between G s from all sources and the consensus tensor G * for k-th item. As majority of the items should be normal, the median of all items' difference vectors can represent platform bias. Thus the Inconsistency Score I k for each item k is calculated as:
The higher this score is, the more likely that the item receives inconsistent information from multiple sources.
In the following, we present a solution to Eq. (2.2) based on JNNTF in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we propose an incremental version of the solution to handle streaming data. Computation complexity analysis for both offline and incremental algorithms is given in Section 2.4. We further tackle the challenge of missing values in Section 2.5.
Joint Non-Negative Tensor Factorization
The key component of the proposed framework is to solve the optimization problem in Eq. (2.2). In this section, we derive the solution for this problem and present an offline algorithm. We have four sets of variables to update. When fixing three sets of them, the objective function is a quadratic function with respect to the remaining one. Therefore, we can iteratively update G s or {U s,l }. The updating rules are summarized in Algorithm 1, and the specific procedure of deducing these rules is discussed as follows.
2: while convergence criterion is satisfied do 3:
for l ← 1 to 3 do 
Update g * ; 13: end for 14: end while 15: Calculate inconsistency score I k according to Eq. (2.3). 16 :
In the following, we derive the updating rule for U s,l . The derivation of updating rules for the other variables follow similar procedure. First, we define the following three tensors for s-th source: (2.6) where I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 are identity matrices of order C, K, and D. Then we can rewrite L( X s ) as follows: 
With known inequalities a ≤ (a 2 + b 2 )/2b, ∀a, b > 0 and z ≥ 1 + log z, ∀z > 0, we have the following properties:
where
) T , and
) T . Further we have:
According to the definition of auxiliary function as defined in [8] ,
). The first order derivative of the auxiliary function is:
we can obtain the updating rule for U s,l :
Similarly, the updating rules for G s can be derived as:
When updating the core tensor G s , the index q is defined as: (2.15) where, 
. Similarly, we can prove that Eq. (2.14) also result in a monotonic decrease of L( X s ).
Incremental JNNTF
In streaming data applications, data continuously arrive. Let X s,t denote the data obtained from the s-th source at time t. In this section, we propose a two-step incremental algorithm shown in Algorithm 2 to process streaming data. Its computational and storage complexity is analyzed in Section 2.4.
At the first step, we try to obtain optimal projection matrices by solving the following optimization function:
According to the procedure of solving optimization in Section 2.3, it is easy to derive the updating rules for {U ( 
Similarly, the following equation holds: 
could be any point, we replace it with g s,T −1 l . Then, let the right hand side equal to 0; we can obtain the updating rules for g s,T l : 
Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze computational complexity for both offline and incremental algorithms. Assume that N is the maximum number of users among all sources, K is the number of items in each source, C is the number of groups in each source, and D is the number of timestamp group in each source. Assume we have X s,t ∈ R Ns×K×Ts,t at each time t. We consider both algorithms' behaviors from time 1 to T .
Time Complexity. For offline algorithm, we need to implement Algorithm 1 at each timestamp t. Let the maximum number of steps taken to converge at each timestamp t is T t . The dominating computation in Algorithm 1 is step 10 constructing U s,t for each source, which has the complexi-
For the incremental algorithm, the dominating computation happens in step 3. This step takes O(CK 2 DN ∑ s,t T s,t ). This implies that the incremental algorithm is more efficient than the offline one. 
Algorithm 2 Incremental JNNTF
Since our framework is proposed to handle large datasets, the number of users' and timestamps' clusters are much smaller than the number of users and timestamps. The storage complexity of Algorithm 2 is
that is less than that of Algorithm 1.
Handling Missing Data
In many real world applications, the input tensor is hardly complete. There are usually many missing entries. To tackle this challenge, we propose an objective function on the available data entries to handle sparse tensors. Assume we have triple-elements set K s = {(i, j, k) : X s ijk is available} as input. Therefore, the optimization problem (Eq. (2.2)) should be rewritten as:
Updating U s,l . We first unfold X s into X s (l) on i-th dimension where l = 1, 2, 3, and assume the binary set
) pk is available} exist. Then we have:
The procedure of obtaining U s,l is similar to Section 2. 
where C s = {l : x s l is available}. Similarly, we denotē U s as the corresponding matrix for U s , where l-th column is deleted when l / ∈ C s . The updating rules are:
This approach only involves available entries in the computation, so it can greatly improve efficiency on sparse data.
Experiments
In this section, we show the experimental results that validate the proposed framework for trustworthiness analysis from the following four aspects: (1) We apply the framework to three real world applications: hotel rating analysis, network traffic flow analysis and weather prediction integration, and case studies show how the proposed approach detects meaningful alerts on untrustworthy items. (2) Synthetic data sets are adopted to conduct quantitative evaluation, showing the benefit of incorporating time factor. (3) Both offline and incremental versions of methods are implemented for streaming application scenario, and the results show that incremental algorithm runs much faster while the performance is almost the same. (4) Experiments show that by considering the sparseness of data, running time can be highly reduced by the technique we proposed to deal with missing values.
Real World Applications
We implement the proposed method on three real data sets, and show the experimental results in this section.
Hotel Rating
Hotel rating data sets are crawled for Las Vegas (LV) and New York City (NYC) from three popular travel websites: Orbitz, Priceline, and TripAdvisor. Among these websites, 111 common hotels are identified for Las Vagas, and 210 common hotels for New York City. We crawled all the ratings for these common hotels over three websites from January to December 2013 and all the rating information is normalized into the same scale [0, 1].
Result Analysis. Figure 1 shows the inconsistency score distributions for hotels in LV and NYC. Most hotels receive low inconsistency scores, which confirms our assumption that the majority of items are consistent. Moreover, a few Figure 1 : Inconsistency score distribution of hotels hotels receive significantly high inconsistency scores, indicating that there exists inconsistency among the information of those hotels from multiple websites. Next we investigate these hotels to check whether the findings are meaningful by conducting two case studies on hotels at LV and NYC respectively. In New York City data set, we choose the hotel with the highest inconsistency score and a random hotel with low inconsistency score, which are shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , we can clearly observe that for the normal hotel (low inconsistency score), the trend of rating patterns for all websites are consistent, and the differences among them are the platform bias. For the hotel with high inconsistency score, the rating patterns are only consistent for Priceline and TripAdvisor, but for Orbitz, the trend of rating patterns at timestamp 3 and 4 are different from others'. This indicates the occurrence of some untrustworthy information.
Network Traffic Flow
The network traffic flow data set, collected from an enterprise network containing half million hosts, is used to detect anomalous hosts that generate suspicious traffic flow on weekdays. The behavior of each host evolves during a month. Each week can be considered as one timestamp. We collect three data sources, each of which consists of traffic flow of four week from a month. Data is normalized before fed into the proposed JNNTF.
Result Analysis. Figure 3 shows inconsistency score distribution for the first 400 hosts. The minority of hosts receive significantly high inconsistency scores, indicating inconsistent traffic flow across multiple sources. We conduct investigation on these hosts to check whether their behavior is inconsistent. Figure 4 shows the traffic pattern of two hosts. For the the normal hosts, the patterns of traffic flow for all sources are almost the same, indicating that its behavior is consistent across multiple sources. However, the trend of the host, whose inconsistency score is high, is only consistent between two sources. The pattern on the remaining source distinguishes dramatically from others' at the third timestamp, which indicates that it generates suspicious unusual traffic flow. The crawling procedure last from Oct. 7, 2013 to Dec. 17, 2013 , and the predicted high temperature is collected. As the temperature information has its own natural range, we don't normalize them, and the range is between −17F and 111F.
Result Analysis. Figure 5 shows the inconsistency score distribution for all cities, from which we can see most of them receive low inconsistency scores. It indicates that most cities are consistent with respect to high temperature across multiple sources. For cities receiving high inconsistency scores, there is inconsistency about weather prediction of those cities across multiple websites. Furthermore, to conduct a case study for justifying the ability of the proposed framework in detecting untrustworthy information, we pick the most inconsistent city and a normal city randomly. Figure 6 shows that for the normal city, although the trend of high temperature patterns deviate a little from each other, they are consistent across three sources. However, the most inconsistent city shows a different trend. There exist only consistent patterns between WWO and Wund, but for HAM, the trend of high temperature at timestamps 3 and 4 is totally different from the others. It implies the inconsistency on HAM's prediction compared with others'. 
Quantitative Evaluation
In this section, we compare the proposed method with baseline methods. As synthetic data sets are adopted here, ground truth information is available and enables us to conduct quantitative analysis.
Data Generation. We generate synthetic data to simulate multi-platform rating data. The synthetic data are generated based on the observation that the behavior of latent user groups and timestamp clusters across multiple sources are consistent. We generate three sources and mandate three hidden user groups and three timestamp clusters. The basic idea is that when users from the same user group and timestamp cluster, their ratings over K items are drawn from the same distribution. Among the K items, we randomly choose n items (n ≤ K) whose ratings are randomly changed and are treated as outliers receiving untrustworthy information.
Evaluation Metric. As we know which items should be detected as inconsistent ones, F-measure is adopted to evaluate the performance of all methods.
Baseline Methods. We compare the proposed model with the following baselines. The first one is Normalized Histogram Comparison (NHC). The second baseline method is Joint Matrix Factorization (JMF) from [10] . It assigns various users to latent groups by joint matrix factorization and retrieves the inconsistent items by comparing items at group level. The third baseline is Multi-Source Deep Belief Network (MSDBN) from [9] , which is to learn a joint representation of ratings across multiple sources. Each source's rating is reconstructed based on the joint representation. Item's inconsistency score is computed based on the difference between its actual rating and the reconstructed rating.
As all the above baselines don't take time into consideration, we run them on every time snapshot. Then, for each item, there are totally T (number of timestamps) inconsistency scores. The average of them is taken as the final output.
Performance Comparison. We vary the percentage of inconsistent items and total items to simulate different scenarios. Table 1 shows the performance comparison of our method and three baselines. NHC, whose performance is worst, fails to detect most of the inconsistent items. This method is vulnerable to noise and has limited discriminative ability, as it only compares statistics at high level. The performance of JMF improves over NHC mainly because it considers the user group-level information. MSDBN explores a much finer representation of common latent user groups than clustering, and thus its performance is better than JM-F. However, compared with the proposed JNNTF, which has the perfect performance and reveals all the inconsistent items, some of which are still undetected by the baselines. This performance gap between baselines and JNNTF is mainly due to the fact that the baselines don't consider time information. The proposed JNNTF conducts tensor factorization on both user and timestamp dimensions, and thus can successfully detect inconsistent patterns hidden in user and timestamp clusters. 3.3 Streaming Scenario In this part, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on streaming data. In Section 2.3, we proposed an incremental version of our method, and further in Section 2.4, we claim that the incremental version (Algorithm 2) is much faster. We confirm this by the experimental results. Due to the page limitation, we only report the results on weather data set. We can observe similar patterns from the results on the other data sets. In Figure 7 (a), we show the running time comparison between offline and incremental versions of the proposed method. We can see that the incremental algorithm benefits from efficient computation techniques, and takes less running time compared with the offline method.
For both incremental and offline methods, we compute the average consistency scores over all items. Figure 7 (b) shows the difference between them. It can be seen that the difference is small, and it increases slowly as time goes on, which is caused by the error accumulation. Figure 7 (b) also shows that when we vary the parameter α, the difference will not change significantly. α controls the weight of the regularization term in Eq. (2.2). This indicates that the performance of the incremental method is quite close to the offline version, while the incremental method takes less computation resources and unsensitive to the parameter α.
Data Sparseness
We test the proposed approach that handles missing data. We vary the sparseness percentage of the synthetic data set and evaluate the performance of JNNTF and the algorithm that does not consider missing data (JNNTF-MD). The running time comparison is shown in Table 2 . Columns 2 and 3 record their running time respectively, and the last column calculates the ratio between them. As the sparseness ratios increase, the running time of JNNTF-MD keeps almost the same while that of the proposed JNNTF decreases, because JNNTF-MD explicitly eliminates missing entries from computation. It indicates that it is useful to consider sparseness in the algorithm. 
Related Work
The proposed framework is built on tensor factorization, which attracts much attention recently [1, 13, 19] . However, most existing approaches simply factorize a tensor of single source. Although some recent work introduces the concept of multi-source tensor factorization [18, 20] , they propose to model the source as one dimension of the tensor. Different from these work, the goal of this framework is to conduct a multi-source joint tensor factorization, where sources are connected through a consensus core tensor. Information trustworthiness analysis is a hot topic with many applications such as social networks (e.g., Twitter) [14] , online auction websites (e.g., eBay) [17] , and product reviews (e.g., Amazon) [15] . Most related work focuses on supervised learning approaches to detect untrustworthy information on single source. The main drawback of this type of approaches is the time-consuming labeling labor. Thus, we introduce an unsupervised learning framework to estimate information trustworthiness across multiple sources.
Previous work in [9, 10] propose joint matrix factorization and deep learning approaches to estimate the local trustworthiness of information. However, both works fail to consider time, and thus lots of useful information along time dimension is lost. In our framework, we propose to extract the latent user groups and timestamp clusters simultaneously.
Another relevant field is anomaly detection, which has been studied extensively for years [7] . These studies detect anomalies based on how far their distances [12] , densities [6] , statistical distributions [2] , or chances of isolations [16] deviate from the rest of the data. However, they focus on detecting anomalies from single data source.
On multi-source data, where each view (source) describes one aspect of objects, people developed techniques for classification and clustering. In multi-view learning, a joint model is learnt from both labeled and unlabeled data of multiple sources to get the final classifier [3, 5] . Multiview clustering explores the joint analysis of multiple views to compute a global clustering solution [4, 11] . These methods conduct a joint inference of a global model rather than detecting untrustworthy information from multiple sources.
Conclusions
In this paper, we develop a joint tensor factorization framework to detect inconsistent information from multiple streaming data, meanwhile consider time dimension. We compute inconsistency degree of information by comparing the corresponding projected tensors and the consensus one. We further propose an incremental approach to dynamically conduct joint tensor factorization when data continuously arrive with a guarantee on performance and efficiency. To handle sparse data set with many missing entries, we adapt the formulation to focus on available data and eliminate the effect of missing data in updating rules. Experiments on three real-world applications with dynamic multi-source data including hotel ratings, network traffic flow, and weather forecast demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method.
